Monday 13 April 2015

Don’t be rude about the market
The talk about a market crash won’t go away and probably isn’t going to go away any time soon. But
that doesn’t mean it’s going to happen. Not yet anyway. There will be a time when I go negative on
stocks but it’s not today.
Also in the Switzer Super Report today, Paul Rickard compares Woolworths with Coles. Although both
have been having a bit of a rough ride of late, he’s erring on the side of Coles ie Wesfarmers.
James Dunn has dug through the small and mid cap stocks to come up with five good yielders for
under $5 and in Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say, commodity producers get a drumming,
including BHP, although there were upgrades for Alumina and Evolution Mining.
Don’t miss Shortlisted – Super Stock Selectors to find out what the experts like. Mayne Pharma and
Novogen are two “likes” and it should come as no surprise that iron ore producers get lots of
“dislikes”.
And our property report wraps up the week after Easter at the auctions.
Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Woolies or Coles?
by Paul Rickard
Key points

Tesco Plc – Share Price April 2010 to April 2015

Woolworths continues to lose the war in its
key Australian supermarket business to
Coles, Aldi and the others.
While Coles is the leading contributor to
Wesfarmer’s earnings (42%), the other
retailing businesses (Bunnings, Officeworks,
Kmart and Target) contribute a further 49%.
The short position in Woolworths is now out to
90 million shares (or 7.21% of the total
number of ordinary shares). The shorters
don’t always get it right, however they are a
powerful force to bet against.
Source: Bloomberg

Woolworths shareholders have been doing it tough.
In the year to March, the share price fell from $35.72
to $29.49. Adding back dividends, this led to a total
return of -13.55%. Compared to the S&P/ASX 200
index, which returned 14.13%, Woolworths
underperformed by almost 28%.
Wesfarmers, the company that owns Coles, Kmart,
Target and Bunnings, faired a little better. Its shares
rose over this period from $41.08 to $43.96, which
with dividends generated a total return of 11.98% –
still less than the index.
To be fair on Woolworths, most of the fall in share
price has happened over the last five months, as
ongoing concern about sales momentum and
continuing losses in the Masters homeware business
led many analysts to turn decidedly bearish on the
company. Further, investors have been looking at the
rout in the share price of UK retailers Tesco and
Sainsbury, where competition from discount retailers
Aldi, Costco and Lidl is robust, and wondering
whether this could also happen here.

Before turning back to the question of Woolies or
Coles, let’s look at what is happening in each of
these companies.
Woolies struggles
Woolworths continues to lose the war in its key
Australian supermarket business to Coles, Aldi and
the others. Market share is slipping, and sales growth
in stagnant. Comparable store sales growth for the
1st quarter (compared with the same quarter last
year) was up by only 2.1%, and in the 2nd quarter
ending 4 January 2015, by a very miserable 1.2%. By
comparison, Coles grew comparable store sales of
food and liquor by 4.3% in the 1st quarter and 4.0%
for the 2nd quarter.
The worrying point is that the gap is accelerating.
Commenting on its sales performance, Woolworths
went close to acknowledging a couple of own goals.
‘While our “Cheap Cheap” campaign has been well
received by customers, our promotional programs
were not as successful as we expected and we did
not see the improvement in price perception we
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anticipated during the quarter. We should have also
invested more into in-store service during the critical
Christmas trading period”.
Next, there are the ongoing problems with the
Masters home improvement business. Losses
increased from $71.9 million in the first half FY14 to
$112.2 million in first half FY15. While this loss and
Masters sales growth of 28.5% were broadly in line
with expectations, there doesn’t seem to be any near
term path to profitability.
Finally, there is Big W. A key strategic project for
Woolworths, the turnaround of the struggling general
merchandiser continues. EBIT before significant
items fell by 9.0% to $109.7 million, as comparable
store sales fell by 5.4% for the half year (6.5% in the
second quarter). Despite the sales decline, there has
been an increase in gross margin and the second
quarter is said to show improving profitability.
The biggest concern, however, remains the long-term
risk of an erosion in margin and decline in profitability
from any “price war” in the supermarket business.
Woolworths margin (EBIT to sales) in Australian food,
liquor and petrol is high by international standards at
7.43%, and compares to Coles food and liquor
margin of just 5.3%. With annual sales in
Woolworth’s food, liquor, and petrol division of $50
billion – a 0.50% reduction in margin means a $250
million hit to the bottom line – a 1% reduction is worth
$500 million.
Wesfarmers is more than just Coles
While Coles is the leading contributor to Wesfarmer’s
earnings (42%), the other retailing businesses
(Bunnings, Officeworks, Kmart and Target) contribute
a further 49%. The last elements of the Wesfarmers
conglomerate – Coal, Industrial & Safety and
Chemicals, Energy and Fertiliser contribute just 9%.
In terms of capital employed, these latter three
divisions consume about 15% of Wesfarmer’s
capital.

Although Bunnings, Officeworks and Kmart are on
fire, the Wesfarmers conglomerate is not without its
challenges. Target continues to disappoint.
Comparable store sales growth was flat in the second
quarter and fell by 1.0% over the half year. Divisional
EBIT at $70 million for the December half year was
unchanged from the previous corresponding period,
representing a deplorable return on capital of just
3.2%.
The Coles business is also not yet starring in the
return on capital metric. It has improved to 10.6% in
CY2014 from 10.0% in CY2013, although this is a
long way short of Bunnings at 31.6%. And while
Coles clearly has the sales momentum over
Woolworths in the food area, Coles Liquor has been
struggling.
The brokers
The brokers don’t like either company at the
moment, with Wesfarmers a little less disliked.
According to FN Arena, sentiment for Wesfarmers is
-0.4 (scale -1.0 most negative, +1.0 most positive),
compared to Woolworths’ sentiment rating of
-0.6.

Source: FN Arena, prices as at COB 10 April 2015
Wesfarmers is trading at a premium to Woolworths.
EBIT from continuing operations grew at 5.9% at
Wesfarmers in the most recent half year, compared to
normalised growth of 4.0% at Woolworths. With an
active capital management strategy in place, this
translated to EPS (earnings per share) growth at
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Wesfarmers of 9.6% compared to 4.0% at
Woolworths. In part response to this, the market has
Wesfarmers trading at a FY16 PE of 18.7 compared
to 15.1 for Woolworths – an effective premium of
24%.
Bottom Line
Can Wesfarmers substantiate a pricing premium of
24%? It certainly has the sales momentum with
Coles, a powering home improvement division, and
doesn’t appear as vulnerable as Woolworths to a
price war. Moreover, the analysts haven’t lost faith in
the company.
And if you are a believer in “follow the money”, then
there is only one way to go. According to the latest
ASIC figures, the short position in Woolworths is now
out to 91 million shares (or 7.21% of the total number
of ordinary shares). This is a staggering position for a
‘top 10’ company –worth about $2.6bn – and
compares with 9 million shares (0.77%) in
Wesfarmers worth about $0.4bn.
The shorters don’t always get it right, however they
are a powerful force to bet against. In the short term,
both stocks will lag the broader market if it moves
higher. It is pretty line-ball, but if you had to pick just
one stock (to maintain some sector exposure), then
Wesfarmers gets the nod.
Longer term, Woolworths will prove at some stage to
be an attractive buy but it’s too early yet. Around $25
to $26, the stock could withstand a dividend cut of
20% and still yield 4.4% (fully franked), so there is
argument that the downside price risk is not that high.
The cue will be to wait until the shorters start to
reduce their positions. Be patient.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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How worried should you be about a market crash?
by Peter Switzer
Rodney Rude, the old ribald Aussie comedian, had a
routine that went like this: “I hate it, I hate it that my
grandfather goes to the toilet at nine every morning.”
And the audience would ask: “Why do you hate it
Rodney?” And he’d say: “Because he doesn’t get
out of bed until 10!”

The German Dax Over Six Months

My routine
Well, I have a “hate it” routine and it’s linked to
these paid advertorials, which are passed off as
legitimate stories by journalists. They are positioned
to scare people into reading them by creating a
credibility link and then some kind of sell follows. It’s
nothing more than a stunt to ultimately establish a
transactional relationship.
They will have headlines such as “Market Set to
Crash”. They don’t give precise times but state the
obvious such as: “Beware the stock market will crash
by 50% or more, according to respected market
experts.”

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance
The Japanese Nikkei over a Year

They quote, or misquote, little known experts or
manipulate legendary figures, such as Warren Buffett
and gee, people fall for these pathetic stunts! In the
interest of objectivity, and given my current bullish
position, which I argue one day will change, what
should we be worried about?
Of course, well-known market bears like Marc Faber
have argued that there’s a huge “financial bubble”
because of the US Government and Fed policies to
avoid a Great Depression and that these should be
watched closely.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance

What I’m watching is the economic improvement that
stems from these policies in the US, Japan and
Europe. Right now, optimism prevails as the following
charts show:
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The S&P 500 over two years

gives their citizens great international purchasing
power but it reduces the country’s economic growth.
However, it’s still close to 7% and the Shanghai
Composite below shows the Chinese aren’t negative
on their future:

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance
Clearly, the stock market believes the QE stories will
deliver economic improvement, then profits follow,
which should justify the share price spikes.
Right now, the Yanks have received some weak data.
The question is: “Is it a cold weather effect or is QE
under-delivering?” If it’s the latter, we have a
“Houston, we have a problem” situation. Then Faber
and his merry band of doomsday merchants will be
right.
A level of comfort
Watching the key economies is one of my briefs and
don’t worry, I’m on to it. Right now I’m comfortable
with the run of economic data.
As a side note, these scary articles (I mentioned
above) on an imminent crash will introduce you to
some other expert who allegedly knows where to
invest to avoid wealth hazards when a crash comes
or is flogging a book, a newsletter, etc. They are so
predictable. Some are so pathetic they claim they
have a secret. That’s when you should stop reading,
if you haven’t already.
People with real secrets to make money won’t share
them because it would kill the value of the secret!
In the realm of real concerns, a slowdown in China
has to rank but I think this is overdone. It is copping a
natural slowdown as it changes from being heavily
focused on manufacturing to developing its service
sector. It is more focused on local consumption rather
than purely industrial investment and exports.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance
The bond market is a bit of a worry, with yields still
falling and luminaries such as JPMorgan’s CEO,
Jamie Dimon and former Treasury Secretary Larry
Summers arguing there’s a liquidity problem linked to
excessive regulation post-GFC.
Some of this debate is a beat up because big US
financial institutions simply want to improve their
profitability and regulations are getting in the way.
But the real issue for the bond market would be if the
US economy underperforms. It would raise credibility
question marks over all QE programs around the
world.
The risks
JPMorgan’s chief economist, Bruce Kasman was not
fazed by the March jobs report, which showed
126,000 instead of the 245,000 expected by experts.
“The idea that the economy is going to do better in
the second quarter is pretty clear on a number of
fronts,” with longer-term signs of labor market
tightening and wages turning around, he argued, but
improving growth won’t happen quickly enough for
the Fed to feel comfortable increasing rates in June,
he told CNBC.
David Darst, the legendary wealth manager from
Morgan Stanley, thinks the Fed could hold back its
first rate rise until 2016 but admits it’s not normal.

Like the Yanks, its currency is rising in value, which
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However, the Fed is making sure it doesn’t over
spook markets. This is the opposite of our RBA,
which doesn’t seem to give a hoot about our stock
market.
That said, we’re on a big experimental ride with the
Fed and as long as economies respond positively to
this excessive stimulation and unbelievably low
interest rates, I argue it’s sensible to play stocks.
Of course, if the economic story becomes negative,
that’s when I’ll be sounding the alarm but before that
happens, there are bound to be sell-offs that will be
buying opportunities.
I hate to be rude but the reality is that “it’s the
economy stupid”, and that’s why I watch key
economies 24/7.
One final comment, which might allay some of your
scaremonger-created fears, comes from the World
Bank: “Overall, global growth is expected to rise
moderately, to 3% in 2015, and average about 3.3%
through 2017. High-income countries are likely to see
growth of 2.2% in 2015-17, up from 1.8% in 2014, on
the back of gradually recovering labor markets,
ebbing fiscal consolidation, and still-low financing
costs. In developing countries, as the domestic
headwinds that held back growth in 2014 ease and
the recovery in high-income countries slowly
strengthens, growth is projected to gradually
accelerate, rising from 4.4% in 2014 to 4.8% in 2015
and 5.4% by 2017. Lower oil prices will contribute to
diverging prospects for oil-exporting and -importing
countries, particularly in 2015.”
As I often tell you (though some don’t believe me)
one day I will turn negative. Now is not the time.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Five top yielders under $5
by James Dunn
Key points
Income-oriented investors are coming under
pressure to diversify away from the big banks
and Telstra as they look for dividends.
Programmed Group is more diverse than
many think, and forecast to increase
dividends, while Villa World is benefiting from
housing construction and maintaining a strong
dividend.
Legend Corporation and Data#3 might both
be trading at under a dollar but are supporting
dividend yields of more than 6%.

The importance of dividend yields from shares as a
source of income for investors – particularly
self-managed super funds (SMSFs) – is not going to
lessen anytime soon. But with 45% of Australia’s
dividends in 2014 flowing from the big four banks and
BHP, according to fund manager Capital Group,
income-oriented investors are coming under pressure
to diversify their sources.
Here are five smaller stocks that look promising on
the dividend front – with the obvious caveat that
prospective dividends cannot be considered
guaranteed. But that is the same with CBA.
Programmed Group (PRG, $2.66)
Workforce and facilities management provider
Programmed Group is one of the group of stocks that
has done it tough in recent times because it is
perceived as over-exposed to the resource sector,
but Programmed is more diversified across the
economy than many people would think. It points out
that over the last six months it has secured major new
long-term work in education, social housing, defence,
tourism, food and agriculture – and that all of these

industries are forecast to grow over the next five to
ten years.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 April 2015
PRG adds that its property and infrastructure
opportunities are “expanding,” and revenue growth
from this sector will offset any potential falls in
resources revenue over the next 12 months. In
particular, its facilities management work on hand is
at a record level, of $1.5 billion.
In December PRG made a $700 million “merger of
equals” offer for rival workforce provider Skilled
Group, worth $1.38 a share at the time, to create a
bigger business to improve economies of scale.
Skilled has dismissed the offer, and there has been
little discussion since, although the market expects an
improved offer from PRG.
In FY14, PRG paid a fully franked dividend of 17.5
cents, which at the current price of $2.66, prices the
stock on an historical yield of 6.6%. The company has
a strong balance sheet, with debt/equity ratio of just
6%, and the analysts’ consensus forecasts collated
by FN Arena see the FY15 payout lifted to 18.4 cents,
followed by 19.1 cents in FY16. That would price
PRG at a prospective FY15 yield of 6.9%, and 7.2%
in FY16.
Villa World (VLW, $2.33)
Almost derailed by the post GFC property downturn,
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residential property developer Villa World has rebuilt
itself to a strong position, helped by low interest rates
and first-home-buyer grants. Villa World ended the
2014 financial year in the black after posting a net
profit of $19.1 million for the year, a healthy
turnaround on the $13.5 million loss in FY13.

is working hard on the things it can control – it has
restructured its support office and supply chain, and
analysts see further productivity improvements to
come.

Then, for the half-year to December 2014, VLW
reported a first-half profit of $13 million, up 71% on
the $7.6 million it made in the December 2013 half.
The company was sufficiently heartened to upgrade
its full-year pre-tax profit guidance from about $24
million to at least $28.5 million.
Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 April 2015
Dick Smith has a strong underlying earnings base,
and strong leverage to any retail resurgence: while
Australian consumer confidence is fickle, factors such
as low interest rates, cheaper fuel and a surging
share market are underpinning retailers’ optimism.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 April 2015
The company continues to grow its development
portfolio, with $103.6 million in land acquisitions in the
first half expected to yield more than 2400 lots.
Queensland remains the dominant contributor to
sales (63%), Victoria (24%) and NSW (13%), with the
company’s major focus at present on increasing its
Victorian land bank.
In FY14, Villa World paid a fully franked dividend of
15 cents a share, which places it on a historical yield
of 6.4%. The analysts’ consensus forecasts see Villa
World maintaining the 15-cent payout in FY15, before
boosting it to 16 cents in FY16. Given these
dividends, the FY15 prospective yield is 6.3%,
improving to 6.8% for FY16.

Dick Smith has not yet paid a full-year dividend, but
analysts’ consensus forecasts expect 12 cents a
share to be paid in FY15, followed by 13.8 cents in
FY16. At $2.05, that prices DSH on a fully franked
yield of 5.9% in FY15 and 6.7% in FY16.
Legend Corporation (LGD, $0.23)
Listed in 2004, the Adelaide-based Legend provides
engineering solutions to the electrical, information
technology, semiconductor, medical and power utility
industries. It operates through two core business
units; electrical, power and infrastructure; and
innovative electrical solutions.

Dick Smith Holdings (DSH, $2.05)
Floated in December 2013, electronics retailer Dick
Smith has not exactly set the world on fire on the
stock market, spending very little time trading above
its $2.20 issue price, and currently changing hands at
$2.05. Retail is a tough business at present, and
while the company’s Australian stores are performing
well, New Zealand is dragging the chain. Dick Smith

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 April 2015
Although the group has operations in Australia, New
Zealand, China and the United States, Legend’s
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major markets are geared to commercial and
residential construction activity in Australia. One of
Legend’s core brands, Cabac, designs, makes and
distributes products to the electrical industry and is a
likely beneficiary of the recent upturn in housing
construction in key markets.
Legend is typically a strong generator of excess cash
from its operations, and has a track record of healthy
dividend payments. In FY14 it paid a fully franked
dividend of 1.8 cents a share: at the current share
price of 23 cents, that equates to an historical yield of
7.8%. Analysts see Legend retaining that dividend in
the current financial year, so the prospective FY15
yield is the same, but the company is forecast to lift
its full-year dividend to 1.9 cents a share in FY16,
which would place it on a prospective fully franked
yield of 8.3%.

Data#3 has big opportunities in the “big data,”
outsourcing and cloud computing markets, although
these are highly competitive. After earnings hiccups
in FY13 and FY14, analysts see the company as
poised for earnings – and dividend – growth in FY15
and FY16. The boosted interim dividend has analysts
expecting a full-year payout of 5.1 cents a share in
FY15, rising to 5.2 cents a share in FY16.
At the share price of 79.5 cents, DTL is priced on an
historical FY14 yield of 5.7%, a prospective fully
franked FY15 yield of 6.4%, and 6.5% for FY16.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Data#3 (DTL $0.795)
Like most software service companies, Data3 has
been battered lately by lower spending on technology
projects from governments and corporates in a
sluggish economy. The stock disappointed the market
severely in FY14, with full-year net profit slumping by
38% to $7.5 million, despite lifting revenue by 8% to
$833.6 million. Nor did what passed for forward
guidance give much comfort either, with DTL saying it
expected to ‘improve on the 2014 result’.

Source: Yahoo!7 Finance, 13 April 2015
Profit growth for the December 2014 half-year was a
lot better, with net profit up 39% to $3.6 million (this
time it was revenue that disappointed, up just 1.8% to
$406.4 million), but was most interesting to many
investors was the two-fifths lift in the interim fully
franked dividend, to 2.1 cents a share, from 1.5 cents
in the December 2013 half.
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Buy, Sell, Hold – what the brokers say
by Rudi Filapek-Vandyck
Last week saw fewer ratings up/downgrades from
brokers than in past weeks, likely reflecting the
market’s current predilection to move around a lot
but not actually go anywhere.
Indeed there may have hardly been any movement
much at all were it not for two brokers deciding to
reassess their commodity price forecasts.
Credit Suisse was particularly active, deciding the
bulks, particularly iron ore, will remain in the doldrums
for some time, while gold should be steady and base
metals a little brighter, particularly copper. The broker
also downgraded its Aussie dollar forecast. The
combination led to some fairly significant movements
in earnings forecasts and target prices, both up and
down, along with various rating up/downgrades. BHP
and Fortescue saw downgrades, including to a rare
and lonely Sell equivalent rating for BHP, while
Evolution Mining and Alumina enjoyed upgrades.

Evolution Mining (EVN) was upgraded to
Outperform from Underperform by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 4/0/1 The broker has revised its
commodity price forecasts and is negative on bulks
but more positive on base metals, particularly copper,
and sees gold holding steady. The broker has also
downgraded its A$ forecast. Ahead of Evolution’s
production report release, the broker has raised its
target to $1.10 from $0.91 and double-upgraded its
rating to Outperform from Underperform.
In the not-so-good books
BHP Billiton (BHP) was downgraded to
Underperform from Neutral by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 4/3/1 The broker does not believe a
trough in the iron ore price is in sight and has lowered
its 12-month average price forecast to US$45/t. This
implies significant earnings downgrades for BHP.

In the good books
Alumina (AWC) was upgraded to Outperform
from Neutral by Credit Suisse. Buy/Hold/Sell: 5/1/1
The broker has cut its commodity price and A$
forecasts but suggests the fundamentals for alumina
are much better than iron ore, for example, and notes
Alumina Ltd is moving into a much better dividend
paying position with a yield of 8% rising to 13% in
2017.

Fortescue Metals (FMG) was downgraded to
Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/5/2 A cut in its 12-month average
price forecast to US$45/t implies significant earnings
downgrades for Fortescue, and a loss in FY16, and
the broker suggests the company will need to cut
capex and costs to the bone and drop its dividend.
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Incitec Pivot (IPL) was downgraded to
Underweight from Equal-weight by Morgan
Stanley. Buy/Hold/Sell: 3/4/1 The broker continues to
prefer the stock to Orica (ORI) but considers the price
has run too far and the valuation is stretched. Hence,
Morgan Stanley is downgrading to Underweight from
Equal-weight.
Mincor Resources (MCR) was downgraded to
Underperform from Outperform by Macquarie.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 1/0/1 Stainless steel demand growth is
considered non-existent and Macquarie estimates
this has materially reduced the forecast deficits in the
nickel market. The broker pares back its bullish
outlook for nickel prices, which has driven material
downgrades to earnings and valuation for Australian
nickel miners. As Mincor is loss making at current
prices the broker downgrades.

FNArena tabulates the views of eight major Australian
and international stock brokers: BA-Merrill Lynch,
CIMB, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, JP
Morgan, Macquarie and UBS.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.

Panoramic Resources (PAN) was downgraded to
Underperform from Outperform by Macquarie.
Buy/Hold/Sell: 0/2/1 Preliminary production numbers
for the March quarter were higher than Macquarie
forecast but the company has guided to production at
the bottom end of FY15 guidance for nickel in
concentrate because of lower expectations for the
June quarter from Lanfranchi.
Earnings forecasts
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Shortlisted – Super Stock Selectors
by Penny Pryor
An interesting stock that has made an appearance in
our “likes” for this week is Mayne Pharma (MYX). It
develops, manufactures and distributes generic and
pharmaceuticals.
“Mayne Pharma’s acquisition of Doryx assets from
Actavis is a positive one for the Australian
pharmaceutical company,” Bell Direct’s Julia Lee
says.

And Macquarie is still a favourite of Evan Lucas, who
can’t get away from its strong momentum, outlook,
and the low Aussie dollar in the markets it operates.
These factors “see it wanting to break out to the
upside and back to the 2008 high. Something I think it
will hit in the next few weeks,” Lucas says.

“Doryx is used to treat acne and the acquisition
means the establishment of a US specialty division. It
gives the company direct access into the US market
and a foot into the higher margin branded drug
market as opposed to the lower margin generic drug
market.”
Chartist Gary Stone still likes Boral, which he
mentioned in our first survey.
Today he says it has recently consolidated a breakout
above a key resistance zone between $5.80 and
$6.15.
“It should head towards its all-time high of $9.13 over
the coming months but will encounter resistance
along the way around the $6.80 – $7 zone, at the
$7.45 – $7.65 zone and again around the $8.30
zone,” he says.
Elio D’Amato is a big fan of Carsales.com for its
strong financial health.
“Despite some challenges in the new vehicle
marketplace and a subdued economy, the core
business remains sound and Carsales has
maintained its dominant position domestically in
online automotive classifieds,” he says.
“We also view investments in Brazil, South-East Asia
and Korea as good long-term opportunities.”

The Atlas Iron announcements that it will be cutting
production as it is no longer viable for it to produce
iron ore at these prices, has had a definite impact on
our Super Stock Selectors this week.
Lucas has a blanket “don’t like” for anything in the
junior/mid-cap iron ore space that is producing
ferrous contents of 55% to 58%.
“These plays are receiving as much as US$15 a
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tonne haircuts on the spot price. That means based
on C3 (all in) cash cost some iron ore names are
trading up to US$45 under water for every tonne
produced.”
Paul Rickard is of the same mind but includes all iron
ore producers in his dislikes, not just the small/mid
ones, with a focus on Fortescue and Rio.
Raymond Chan doesn’t like Fortescue either but is
big on ANZ.
“It’s going ex dividend in four weeks and this may
appeal the yield investors,” he says.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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Property recovers from Easter lull
by Switzer Super Report
The property market has perked up since the Easter
long weekend, with 1,568 auctions scheduled across
the combined capital cities, compared to just 621 last
week.
Capital city auction statistics (preliminary)

Australia’s other top performing market, Sydney, also
experienced a strong clearance rate of 84.8%,
compared to 84.7% last week, and 74.8% last year.
This marks the ninth consecutive week in which
auction clearance rates have been above 80%,
highlighted in the chart below.
Weekly clearance rate, Sydney

This week the preliminary clearance rate was 79.0%,
on par with last week’s 78.9%. At the same time last
year – when auction volumes were a lot higher –
67.2% of all auctions captured by Core Logic RP
Data were cleared.
Weekly clearance rate, combined capital cities

Melbourne’s clearance rate was higher at 77.7% –
over 10% higher than at the same time last year.
However, there were only 674 auctions in Melbourne
last week, compared to 1,530 in the same week last
year. This week, Melbourne’s strongest performing
suburbs included those in the Outer East region,
followed by the Inner East.

Keep calm and buy a home
Chairman and owner of Century 21 Australasia,
Charles Tarbey, says you shouldn’t be troubled by all
the media hype relating to the housing market,
because keeping a level head and considering all of
your options first is imperative when purchasing a
home.
While Tarbey is cautious on recent murmurings that
would allow first home buyers to access their super
for a property, he also refers to the highly reported
topic of interest rates and reminds us that low rates
can’t last forever, despite talk of them almost
certainly going lower.
“I would therefore advocate that borrowers consider
locking in a portion of their mortgage at the current
rate. By doing this, borrowers can lock in at least a
degree of certainty about future repayments, and
reduce the risk of being fully affected by possible rate
increases in the future.”
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The question of affordability also has Tarbey
recommending that first home buyers “think
creatively” when purchasing a property, by looking
further out into suburban areas while renting in the
area you really want to live in.
Important: This content has been prepared without
taking account of the objectives, financial situation or
needs of any particular individual. It does not
constitute formal advice. Consider the
appropriateness of the information in regards to your
circumstances.
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